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https://www.otinova.co.uk/buy-otinova/otinova-ear-spray/


Like with many other activities, there 
is a lot of kit, gifts and equipment 
you can get to enhance your 

outdoor swimming experience. We live in 
a world where we should be considering 
how much ‘stuff’ we have and it is 
good to reuse, recycle or redistribute 
kit you no longer need. When events 
like Christmas roll around it is a good 
opportunity to do a kit review and have a 
bit of a clear-out. Things do tire and wear 
out: goggles become scuffed and fog; 
zips can get stuck; and bits of kit break 
or go missing. Many brands we work with 
have recycle and reuse schemes, so do 
check with suppliers to see if you can 
return old kit to be repurposed. One of 
the best things about swim businesses 

is they are constantly striving for the 
most sustainable ways of developing and 
making swim stuff. Swimsuits are now 
made of recycled materials, wetsuits 
can be repurposed and goggles can be 
donated. Once you have done a kit 
review, flick through our Christmas Gift 
Guide and see what you might need for 
swim success in 2024. Some things are 
timeless, like books, and some things 
might be useful for specific swim goals 
you have in the year ahead. 

We have a wide community who read 
and engage with the magazine, so while 
you might not celebrate Christmas, there 
might be an occasion coming up where 
you can treat a swimming friend or family 
member. 

Ella Foote
Editor

Editor’s Letter
WELCOME
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COVER: ANDREA HALL

How to Wild Swim: What to Know Before 
Taking the Plunge, £14.99
I have written a book! An introduction 
to swimming in the wild, tips on 
technique and my general love 
of the water. It is beautifully 
illustrated and would make a 
perfect gift for aspiring outdoor 
swimmers or book lovers. 
uk.bookshop.org

Cape Cove Reversible Scallop 
Changing Cape, £269
Swimming doesn’t have to be 
feral. This lovely cape has a 
chicness to it that makes things 
a bit less dank. As well as style 
it offers brilliant features to make 
it truly worthy for after-swim changing. 
Cosy, weather-proof and multiple pockets – love it. 
cape-cove.com

Land & Water Body Products, from £16
I fell in love with Land & Water products when I went to stay at 
Another Place Hotel. Beautifully made with natural ingredients 
and with the environment in mind. Lovely products for body 
and home, perfect gifts. 
land-and-water.co.uk

Gift of swimming, from £5
Gift vouchers for all my favourite swim guides! Giving the gift 
of swimming is such a great present, whether it’s  an adventure 
for swimmers who fancy something a bit different or a bespoke 
swim or coaching session. 
Susanna Swims in the Lake District – suzannaswims.co.uk 
Vivienne  Rickman in Snowdonia – viviennerickman.co.uk 
Dip Advisor in South England – thedipadvisor.co.uk 
Swim Wild in Scotland – swimwilduk.com

Christmas List-worthy…

https://uk.bookshop.org/
https://www.cape-cove.com/
https://land-and-water.co.uk/
www.suzannaswims.co.uk
www.viviennerickman.co.uk
www.thedipadvisor.co.uk
www.swimwilduk.com


ORCA THERMAL PARKA

This waterproof mid-length parka with a fleece lining will 
keep you warm in low temperatures, before and after 
workouts and competitions. Its windproof outer fabric keeps 
the cold air out, while its fleece lining conserves body heat.

Comfort
The comfortable inner lining creates a layer 
of warm air that will provide insulation in the 
coldest environments

Warmth and durability
The waterproof outer fabric will protect 
you from wind and rain, keeping you 
dry and retaining your body heat. This 
material is also highly resistant to 
abrasion, ensuring its durability.

The Parka features two exterior pockets 
with waterproof zippers and an interior 
pocket to protect your gear and keep it 
within reach.

ORCA SWIM HAT

Made of 2.5 mm neoprene, 
our swim hat is perfect 

for maintaining body 
temperature, so you can keep 
swimming for longer. A Velcro 

strap at the back of the hat 
means you can adjust it for the perfect fit. A 

must-have accessory for any swim challenge.

Materials
100% Neoprene.

Warmth
Made of 2.5mm neoprene, and with a 
curved rim design, the Swim Hat fully 

cover the ears, providing you with 
extra warmth.

Comfort
A Velcro strap at the back of the hat  

means you can adjust it for the perfect fit.

ORCA.COM

XTRATUF

Struggling with gift ideas for a loved one this Christmas? 
Outdoor footwear specialists XTRATUF have you covered 
with their range of 100% waterproof rubber boots. Opt for 
the new Ankle Deck Boot Ice Rubber with its warm and cosy 
faux shearling lining, making it the perfect slip-on footwear 
after a bracing festive dip.
£150

£29

£119

Orders must be placed before 17th December for them to arrive by Christmas

VOYLOK

Voyloks are two shows in one: wool felt boot and a removable 
rubber overshoe. Perfect to keep your feet warm and dry 
whatever the weather, they double up as the cosiest indoor 
slippers. These modern valenki boots are easy to slip on and 
off, even with cold wet feet after a swim.
 
A limited number of Wildswim20 codes is 
available every month to the open water 
community – use yours at checkout at  
voylok.com

www.orca.com
www.https://www.xtratuf.co.uk/search?q=ice+rubber
https://www.voylok.com/


NEOPRENE GLOVES 3 & NEOPRENE SOCKS 3

Protect your extremities during chilly open water swims. 
Zoggs’ neoprene gloves and socks are made from 3mm double 

stretch neoprene to provide thermal insulation and 
durability whilst maintaining freedom of movement. 
Available in a range of sizes from XS to 3XL.

OUTDOOR HI-VIZ SWIM SAFETY BUOY

Stay safe and be seen! Zoggs’ Hi-Viz Swim Safety Buoy 
ensures visibility in the open water allowing you to 
swim with increased confidence. The buoy also offers 
a storage compartment so you can take your essential 
items along with you.

NEOPRENE CAP 3

Unlock cold water swims by keeping your head insulated. Our 
neoprene cap is a kit bag essential for all-year-round open 
water swims. Zoggs’ neoprene cap is made from 3mm neoprene 
with an outer Glide Skin layer for heat retention and comfort. A 
brightly coloured head stripe provides visibility, helping to keep 
you safe in the open water.

PREDATOR TITANIUM

Discover Performance Eyewear for Swimmers.

Predator is the ongoing realisation of Zoggs’ ambition 
to make the best and most comfortable swim goggles 
the world has ever seen. From lenses to fit, every pair is 
packaged with the learning and technological advances that 
have come from 30 years of dedicated development and 
desire to improve.

Zoggs says:

‘This is not our best fit yet. This is THE best fit yet.’

Predator Titanium features Titanium lenses to provide high-
level protection from sunlight, glare and harmful UV rays.

SHOP THE 
ZOGGS GIFT 

GUIDE

GIFT GUIDE

https://www.zoggs.com/en_GB/gifts-for-open-water-swimmers?utm_source=Outdoor+Swimmer+Magazine&utm_medium=Advertorial&utm_campaign=Gift+Guide


FANCY A DDIPP®?

Made from 100% recycled plastic and with a unique design, 
the award winning ddipp® Sea Monster Hydro is a technical 
changing robe that is significantly lighter weight, while still 
being super warm, waterproof and breathable  
to 10000mm/gsm. The unique built-in 
pack-away compression pocket and the 
zip-off sleeves for all seasons use makes 
this innovative robe truly practical and 
a great Christmas gift.  Adult and Junior 
sizes available at ddipp.me
£150

#INHABITCONSCIOUSLY

Introducing Inhabit’s Serenity 
Blue and Endeavour robes. 
These toasty changing 
robes will enable you 
to confidently enjoy 
tranquil settings thanks 
to the waterproof, 
windproof, fleece inner 
lining and protected 
pocket features.

All robe purchases 
contribute towards planting 
three seeds for Project Seagrass 
(or equivalent) to rewild and 
restore wild habitats worldwide.

Fastly becoming popular with 
unique pastel colours and 100% 
recycled material, you can get 
yours today with the promo 
code below.

RRP £125. 

OUTDOOR25 for 25% off  
by December 1st –  
inhabitwear.co.uk 

DRYROBE®

Keep swimming all winter long with the dryrobe® 
Advance – the original outdoor changing robe. 
Designed to allow you to get changed in any 
location, it offers the ultimate protection from what 
nature has to offer. 

The dryrobe® Advance’s uniqueness comes from 
its super-warm lining, made with 100% recycled 
polyester. This fast-drying lining ensures that it 
can be used numerous times throughout the day 
without the hassle of drying in between uses. 

The sleek waterproof and windproof outer shell 
fabric is sustainably created with 100% recycled 
nylon, meaning that both the inner and outer of 
the dryrobe® Advance has a huge appeal for those 
searching for an eco-conscious, high-performance 
changing robe. 

From fabric to finish, the dryrobe® Advance range 
is sealed with an eco-friendly, plant-based, water-
repellent treatment to waterproof the fabric. 

Having met rigorous social and environmental 
standards, dryrobe® is a certified B Corp, balancing 
profit with people and the planet.

Price: £165 | dryrobe.com

AVAILABLE  
IN 5  

COLOURWAYS

https://ddipp.me/
https://inhabitwear.co.uk/
www.dryrobe.com


RED’S RECOVERED ROBE 

Certified B Corp, Red’s limited-edition new Recovered 
collection is set to break changing robe boundaries with its 
bright, colour-clash designs.

Giving new life to unused, sustainably sourced fabrics, Red’s 
latest premium products are crafted from off-cut fabrics from the 
cutting tables of its award-winning Pro Change EVO Robes. 

Providing all the comfort and protection you need to withstand 
the elements, the moisture-wicking snug-as-a-bug lining pulls 
water away from the skin, drying and insulating in equal measure.

The technical 8k/3k PFC-free DWR waterproof fabric might be 
lightweight, but it packs quite the punch, expertly designed to 
fend off even the harshest weather. 

£159.95
red-equipment.co.uk/pages/recovered-pro-change-robe-evo

RED’S WATERPROOF KIT BAG 

Red’s technical kit bag is an absolute favourite for outdoor 
swimmers, allowing users to easily change anywhere, with the 
removable wipe-down changing mat and external wet/dry pocket. 

Keeps kit completely dry with the spacious central compartment, 
100% waterproof zip and welded seams.

Comes with detachable straps to change the configuration 
into a backpack, duffle or over-the-shoulder bag. Sustainably 
produced using eco-conscious recycled TPU, which is 
lightweight and flexible. Features multiple storage pockets 
enabling you to organise and find kit quickly. Another unique 
design from Red allowing you to further your game in comfort 
and style. Certified B Corp. 

From £129.95
red-equipment.co.uk/products/waterproof-kit-bag-40l

RED’S REVOLUTION ROBE

Certified B Corp, Red’s game-changing hybrid parka! Not just 
a coat; it’s a lifestyle upgrade! The Revolution takes everything 
you love about leading-edge change robes and cranks it up!  

A slimline design, recycled materials, with eco-down, the inner 
fleece can be removed. So, after a swim, get dry and warm 
and then zip out the fleece and wash separately. Designed for 
ultimate versatility to take you straight from a swim to the shops 
and everywhere in between.

An understated yet highly technical, water-
resistant product, the Revolution is the only 
jacket you will ever need; working with your 
lifestyle 24/7. 

£299.95

RED’S ROLL TOP DRY BAG BACKPACK 

Red’s all-around dry bag now with padded air-flow straps which 
detach when needed. Get to your favourite swim spot in comfort 
and ease; adventure-ready! 

The multi-use durable bags come in 30L and 60L sizes and 
are fully submersible, thanks to the welded seams and highly 
durable wipe-clean fabric. Feature internal zipped pockets to 
keep valuables to hand and reflective logos to keep you visible 
in low-light conditions. Three colourways for bright or a more 
subtle styling. Ideal for carrying your change robe, floats, goggles 
and all your swimming kit. 

Indispensable for any adventure, no matter how tough the terrain. 
Certified B Corp 

From £34.95 
red-equipment.co.uk/products/waterproof-roll-top-dry-bag-
backpack-venture-purple

https://red-equipment.co.uk/


SWIMBLER
Swimbler’s innovative collection 
of waterproof bobble hats are 
the ideal gift for the open water 
swimmer in your life. The beautiful 
bright and warm hats will be 
your perfect companion whilst 
ensuring you will be seen, keeping 
toasty warm with the elements 
off your head. 

Stuck for ideas? Choose what 
everyone is talking about while 
being stylish both in and out of 
the water. Unique three-layer 
design.

Perfect for all your outdoor 
adventures and great 5-star 
reviews.

swimbler.co.uk

£30-32

ALPKIT

HAVEN
Changing robe 
Oversized for instant 
warmth and fleece pile-
lined to keep post-swim shivers at bay: a 
warm and weatherproof changing robe for 
cosiness before and after activity.

SILVERTIP WETSUIT
Winter swimming wetsuit 
Fleece-lined wetsuit 
balancing warmth, 
flexibility and buoyancy. 
Designed for long open 
water swims and icy cold outdoor dips.

DULSIE
Women’s long sleeve 
swimming costume 
Long-sleeved one-piece 
swimsuit using ECONYL®, a 
recycled material made from ocean plastics 
and nylon waste, with extra warmth and 
sun protection for outdoor swimming.

CARIBOU TOTE BAG  
BY WILD MOOSE
Check out the fully waterproof 
Caribou tote bag for outdoor 
swimmers. Made from tough 
recycled fabric, its roomy interior 
allows plenty of space for winter 
swim essentials and these can be 
neatly organised with pop-out 
internal dividers. Alternatively, 
have one big space and fit in a 
changing robe and more.

In bright colours, designed to be 
easily visible from the water so you 
can keep an eye on your belongings. 
And for your wet swim stuff there 
is a separate, rip-stop dry bag. 
The bag also features an insulated 
pocket where you can store your 
hot water bottle in winter.

Use code 
OSXMAS15 for  
a 15% discount.

Price £75

https://swimbler.co.uk/
https://wild-moose.co.uk/collections/waterproof-backpacks-and-duffel-bags
https://alpkit.com/products/haven-changing-robe
https://alpkit.com/products/silvertip-mens
https://alpkit.com/products/dulsie


FUNKITA &  
FUNKY TRUNKS
Get ready to find your new favourite 
swimwear with the latest colourful 
collection from Funkita and Funky Trunks. 
The funky brands continue to offer top 
quality swimwear in comfy styles and 
unique eye-catching prints. Swimmers 
around the world love Funkita and Funky 
Trunks for training sessions and outdoor swims, including 
recent Guiness Book of Records open water swimmer Jessika 
Robson and World Champion medallist Summer McIntosh. 
Shop the brilliant Eco C-Infinity collection, which is made from 
recycled polyester and will feature in all products in 2024.

Shop Funkita: funkita.co.uk
Shop Funky Trunks: funkytrunks.co.uk

DAVY J WATERWEAR –  
THE PERFECT GIFT FOR CHRISTMAS

“Aches with loveliness. If you took the most amazing jeans 
you ever had, or that archetypal little black dress and turned 
it into a swimming costume costume: that’s Davy J territory.”  
The Outdoor Swimming Society

If you’re looking for the perfect gift for a loved one or a 
special treat to add to the top of your own Christmas list… 
Davy J’s range of beautiful ‘bonded’ pieces 
are perfectly designed for those who love a 
cold water dip. 

Layer the long sleeve top over your existing 
swimsuit for extra coverage and warmth or 
dive all-in with the full Bonded Long Sleeve 
Swimsuit, all made from beautiful sustainable 
fabrics and keeping you feeling fabulous, 
looking incredible and dipping comfortably 
all year round – with no bulky 
neoprene in sight.

To get your hands on one of 
these amazing pieces or to 
view the other sustainable 
waterwear designs available 
through Davy J, visit  
davyj.com and take 10% off 
your first order using code 
OSGIFTGUIDE10

THE OUTDOOR SWIMMER SHOP
Dive into the joy of giving with fabulous gifts from the 
Outdoor Swimmer Shop! Whether it’s cozy accessories 
for winter dips, some beautiful ocean-inspired 
jewellery, books that beckon the call of new swimming 
adventures or just a good old gift voucher, we’ve got 
you covered! So what are you waiting for? Unwrap the 
magic of the great outdoors with sustainable thoughtful 
presents, destined to inspire endless waves of brand 
new outdoor escapades.

Gift cards from £25
outdoorswimmershop.com

COOTS 
LONDON
COOTS London 
draws inspiration 
from the art 
of swimming 
whilst keeping 
it conscious.  
Their swimwear 
is constructed 
from regenerated 
nylon (ECONYL®) 
made from 
rescued waste 
that would 
otherwise 
pollute our Earth 
and Oceans.  
Each suit is 
meticulously 
crafted in a zero-waste factory in East London and is backed 
by a lifetime guarantee on both stitching and construction.  
Perfect for those who desire long-lasting, high-performance 
swimwear without compromising on style.  

Invest at coots-london.com.  
Prices: £110-170

www.funkita.co.uk
www.funkytrunks.co.uk
www.funkytrunks.co.uk
www.funkita.co.uk
www.daveyj.com
www.coots-london.com
www.outdoorswimmershop.com


SEA & STREAM

Are you looking for the perfect gift for 
your swim buddy? At Sea & Stream, 
we source the best quality outdoor 
swimming kit and gifts including Yulex® 
swimwear, swimming accessories, winter 
woollies, towels, books and art. As 
members of 1% for the Planet, 1% of every sale is donated to 
environmental charities. 

All orders are delivered in plastic-free packaging and we even 
offer a gift-wrapping service. If you’re unsure what to get, we 
have gift vouchers available. 

Use the code OSXMAS23 for a 10% discount on your purchase. 

Visit us at seaandstream.co.uk or scan 
the QR code to shop now.

AQUASPHERE

Experience infinite vision and conquer open 
waters with the Defy.Ultra swim mask.

• All-new DuoCurve lens, offering panoramic 
vision and enhanced visibility in all directions,

• Ultra-thin silicone Precision Fit Technology skirt for a 
comfortable, leak-free seal.

• Groundbreaking ultra-light frameless design, with new  
Cool Inject Techno logy, and Quick Fit Buckle on the strap 
makes it easy to wear and gives reduced drag in the water.

proswimwear.co.uk

V I V I E N N E  R I C K M A N
water | wellness | wilderness

mountain swimming, underwater photoshoots 
open water, health & fitness coaching

www.seaandstream.co.uuk
www.proswimwear.co.uk
https://www.viviennerickman.co.uk/


ANDREA HALL DESIGN

Artist Andrea Hall creates beautiful unique gifts featuring 
her own joyful swimming artwork. Her portfolio ranges from 
greetings cards to prints, original framed pieces, stationery, 
gorgeous velvet pouches, bucket hats and of course her 
annual Outdoor Swimming Calendar! 

Most items are under £50, but if you spend more than that 
Andrea offers free UK delivery.

SWIM SECURE’S 
CHRISTMAS  
GIFT GUIDE

Searching for the perfect 
gift for that open water 
enthusiast in your life? 
Look no further! Our 
Christmas Gift Guide is 
brimming with options 
catering to all kinds of 
swimmers, whether they 
prefer the occasional dip 
or brave the icy waters 
year-round. 

LESA WELCH ARTS

Lesa is a freelance print artist based in Cornwall. Her intricate 
Lino prints are hand printed onto high quality hoodies and 
t-shirts using environmentally friendly inks. Her designs bring 
together her love of art and her passion for wild swimming. 

Treat yourself or a loved one during December with 10% off 
our new releases for Christmas  
(using Code OS10 on our website). 

Website: lesawelchart.com
Instagram: @Lesawelchart
Email: Lesa@lesawelchart.com

HENLEY SWIM 

Do you have a friend that can’t get enough  
of outdoor swimming and already has more kit than they 
can fit in an extra-large tow-float? We’ve got a solution 
for you – give them the gift of swimming! With the new 
Henley Swim Gift Vouchers, available in 
multiple amounts, they can buy themselves 
entry to one of four swim events in 2024. 
There are challenges to suit beginners and 
experienced swimmers alike!

mailto:Lesa@lesawelchart.com
www.lesawelchart.com
https://andreahall.co.uk/
https://swimsecure.co.uk/blogs/seasonal/open-water-swimming-gift-guide
https://henleyswim.niftyentries.com/GIFT-VOUCHERS?utm_source=OSXmasGiftGuide&utm_medium=OS&utm_campaign=OSXMASgiftguide-VOUCHERS&utm_id=VOUCHER&utm_term=GiftVoucher&utm_content=os


https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/swim-wild-and-free-9781399400404/


www.suzannaswims.co.uk

SWIMMING WILD IN THE 
LAKE DISTRICT

Guided wild swimming adventures for groups and individuals. Dip a toe 
in a tarn, float down a river or swim across a lake and experience the 

Lake District from a different perspective.

Book gift vouchers or bespoke sessions this Christmas...

www.suzannaswims.co.uk


Gift Vouchers | thedipadvisor.co.uk  

www.thedipadvisor.co.uk


Discover the new Speedo  
Therma Change Robe.  

Made with Berghaus Hydroshell®  
and recycled Sherpa Fleece lining.

Waterproof, windproof, breathable,  
durable and super snuggly

Get dry. Stay warm.  
Keep the adventure going.

Scan to shop

https://www.speedo.com/


Save up to 28% on Outdoor Swimmer magazine 
with our gift subscription options over the 
holiday period. 

Gift a 3, 6 or 12 month Outdoor Swimmer 
magazine gift subscription and let the receiver be 
inspired by swim stories, training tips and nutrition 
advice, plus an excuse to relax each month.

All gift subscriptions come with a gift card, an 

Outdoor Swimmer fabric supporter badge and 
access to exclusive offers from our partners for 
the length of the subscription. 

Customise the gift card by getting the first issue 
delivered to yourself or get the gift subscription 
sent straight to the receiver. 

Price: from £19.99

OUTDOOR SWIMMER  
MAGAZINE GIFT SUBSCRIPTION

https://outdoorswimmer.com/magazine/magazine-gift-subscriptions/



